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This chapter describes research to create, manipulate and utilize 
positron, antimatter plasmas. One is the development of a method to 
extract cold beams with small transverse spatial extent from plasmas in 
a high-field Penning–Malmberg trap. Such beams can be created with 
energy spreads comparable to the temperature of the parent plasma and 
with transverse spatial diameters as small as four Debye screening 
lengths. Using tailored parent plasmas, this technique provides the 
ability to optimize the properties of the extracted positron beams. In 
another section, the design of a multicell positron trap is described that 
offers the possibility to accumulate and store orders of magnitude more 
positrons than is currently possible (e.g., particle numbers > 1012). The 
device is scalable to even larger particle capacities. It would, for 
example, aid greatly in being able to multiplex the output of intense 
positron sources and in efforts to create and study electron–positron 
plasmas. This multicell trap (MCT) is likely to also be an important 
step in the development of portable traps for antimatter. The third topic 
is a discussion of possible ways to create and study electron–positron 
plasmas. They have a number of unique properties. These so-called 

                                                
a This chapter, with corrections and minor updates as noted, is reprinted with permission 
from Proceedings of the International School of Physics “Enrico Fermi”, “Physics with 
Many Positrons”, Course CLXXIV, in Brusa, R. S., Dupasquier, A., Mills, A. P., Jr. 
(eds), (IOS, Amsterdam, SIF, Bologna, 2010) pp. 545 – 573. 
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“pair” plasmas are interesting both from the point of view of 
fundamental plasma physics and for their relevance in astrophysics. 

 
5.1.  Overview 

 
As discussed in the previous chapter,b the Penning–Malmberg (PM) trap 
is the method of choice to accumulate, store and manipulate antimatter 
plasmas. While that chapter and this one focus specifically upon 
applications to positron plasmas, the work described here is done with 
single-component electron plasmas for increased data rate. We are now 
fully aware how to prepare similar positron plasmas, and the experiments 
are done in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) so that annihilation is not a 
problem. Thus, the extension from the electron to the positron case does 
not pose any particular difficulties. Chapter 4 described fundamental 
concepts in the accumulation and manipulation of antimatter plasmas in 
PM traps. Here we describe three topics that leverage those tools to 
create important new capabilities in several areas of positron research.  

One goal is to develop an efficient way to create cold, bright, pulsed 
beams of antiparticles. It turns out that confining and cooling the 
particles in a PM trap allows considerable flexibility and significantly 
improved capabilities to form such beams. Applications include cold 
beams for spectroscopy that might be used, for example, to study 
positron interactions with atoms, molecules and atomic clusters.2 
Another application is the development of new tailored beam sources for 
materials studies.3 The techniques described here could conceivably also 
be useful in producing cold antihydrogen atoms from cold antiproton and 
positron plasmas. This might, for example, be done by gently pushing a 
cold, finely focused beam of one species through the other. 

A key goal of positron research is to develop methods to accumulate 
and store the maximum possible number of antiparticles for applications 
that require “massive” quantities of antimatter and intense bursts of 
antiparticles. Examples include the creation of electron–positron 
plasmas4,5 and the development of portable traps for antimatter. We 
                                                
b Table 4.1 in the previous chapter lists the standard parameters that describe these 
plasmas in the notation that will be used here. 
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describe here a scheme to do this, namely a “multicell trap” consisting of 
a suitable arrangement of PM traps contained in a common magnetic 
field and vacuum system.  

Finally, we discuss possible scenarios to create and study electron–
positron plasmas (so-called “pair plasmas”). Due to their characteristics, 
namely equal-mass particles with opposite signs of charge, they have a 
number of unique properties. In particular, nonlinear processes proceed 
very differently in these plasmas as compared to conventional plasmas in 
which the ion electron-mass ratio is three orders of magnitude larger. 
Relativistic pair plasmas are of particular interest in astrophysics. For 
example, copious amounts of this material are believed to be present in 
the magnetospheres of pulsars. 

More generally, these projects are examples of the many potential 
contributions that research on the physics of single-component plasmas 
can make to the advancement of science and technology with antimatter. 

 
5.2.     Extraction of Beams with Small Transverse Spatial Extent 

 
Specially tailored particle beams have found a myriad of applications in 
science and technology. This is especially true in studies involving 
antimatter.5 Numerous examples involving antimatter are discussed in 
this volume and at the workshop upon which it is based. For many 
applications, it is desirable to have beams with a small energy spread and 
small transverse spatial extent. For a single-component plasma in a PM 
trap, the space-charge potential is largest on the axis of the plasma. 
Recently, we exploited this fact to create beams of small transverse 
spatial extent. This was accomplished by carefully lowering, in a pulsed 
manner, one of the confining end-gate potentials. This work is described 
in more detail in references6–8. The discussion presented here relies very 
heavily on that work. Here we describe the main results; glossing over 
the mathematical details. The experiments to test the predictions of the 
theory were done with electron plasmas for increased data rate.  

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement and the 
electrostatic potential profile in the PM trap for pulsed extraction is 
shown in Figure 5.1. One quantity of interest is the radial profile of the 
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extracted beam. Also of interest are the minimum possible beam 
diameter and the maximum number of particles that can be extracted in a 
pulse at this diameter.  

 

 
Fig. 5.1. (above) A cartoon of the experimental arrangement used to extract beams of 
small spatial extent from a single-component plasma in a PM trap; (below) potential 
profile in the vicinity of the trapped plasma (in this case electrons) in the direction along 
the confining magnetic field. A focus of the research described here is determining the 
minimum beam radius, ρb, and the other characteristics of the beam pulses. 
 

The Penning–Malmberg trap used for these experiments is in a 4.8 T 
magnetic field. The corresponding cyclotron cooling time is τc = 0.16 s. 
The trap electrodes had an inner diameter of 2.54 cm.  The plasmas are 
typically in equilibrium, and thus they have a constant density n0 (i.e., a 
flat-top radial distribution). They undergo an E x B rotation at the 
frequency fE set by n0. The plasma temperature T is set by the balance 
between heating sources due to background drag and/or rotating-wall  
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(RW) torques and the cyclotron cooling. Typical plasmas had a total 
number, N0 = 4 x 108 electrons, a density n0 = 1 x 109 cm−3, plasma 
radius, rp=0.1 cm, plasma length Lp =15 cm and T=0.05 eV (i.e., ~ twice 
the ambient temperature of 300 K). For these plasmas, the 
 Coulomb collision time, τee = 1 ms,9,10c is rapid compared to the cooling 
time, τc, thus ensuring that the plasmas are in a thermal equilibrium 
state.11   

The plasma potential is largest at the (radial) center of the plasma 
and constant in the direction along the magnetic field due to plasma 
shielding (i.e., until one enters the small, “sheath” region at each end of 
the plasma). To extract a narrow beam, the confining potential, VC, at one 
end of the plasma is carefully lowered to a predetermined value by 
applying a 10 µs square-wave pulse with amplitude ΔV. This extraction 
time is set by the fact that, as shown in Figure 5.2, the particles escape in 
a time ~ 5 µs.7  Shown in Figure 5.3 is an example of the areal (two-
dimensional) plasma density of the beam pulse as measured on a 
phosphor screen, together with charge-coupled device (CCD) images of 
the trapped plasma before and after beam extraction. As discussed below, 
the beam width depends upon the end-gate potential, VE. Smaller-
amplitude beams are narrower in diameter. Note that the beam extraction 
leaves a small “hole” (i.e., a region of decreased plasma density) at the 
center of the plasma. This hole moves coherently to the plasma edge and 
disappears in times ≤ 500 µs.7 

 
 

                                                
c There are many considerations when calculating collision rates in cold, magnetized 

plasmas. These rates depend upon the plasma density n, the cyclotron radius rc, the 
Debye length λD and the “distance of closest approach” b ≡ e2/(4πε0T), where T is the 
plasma temperature. For the plasmas considered here, typically b << rc << λD, in which 
case the rate of approach to thermal equilibrium is νee = Cnb2vTln(rc/b), where vT is the 
thermal velocity of the particles, and C is a constant of order of unity. The details and 
other interesting regimes are discussed in reference10.  
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Fig. 5.2. (solid curve) Beam current as measured on a collector as a function of time in 
response to an approximately 10 µs reduction of the confining potential, VC, (dashed 
curve) on one end of the plasma. Data from reference7; see this reference for details. 

 
A simple theory was developed to describe the beam extraction 

process.7,8 A key assumption is that the particles do not scatter during 
beam extraction and that the fastest particles leave first, with slower 
particles leaving sequentially depending upon their energies. While 
plausible, this is not strictly correct and should be checked 
experimentally, particularly in the case of cold, dense plasmas. 
Nevertheless, with this assumption, the energy and spatial distribution of 
the beam pulse can be calculated by simple integrals over the particle 
distribution in the plasma. Further, as shown below, these predictions are 
in good agreement with the results of experiments over a relatively wide 
range of plasma parameters.  

The key piece of physics determining the properties of the extracted 
beam is that the exiting beam particles reduce the plasma potential in the 
extraction region, and this tends to inhibit more particles from leaving. 
The point is that the large value of the space-charge potential at the 
plasma center “pushes” the particles out of the trap. As particles are 
extracted, this potential decreases most at the radial center of the plasma, 
the radial potential profile is thus flattened near the plasma center and 
particles are then extracted over a region of larger radial extent. Since 
this perturbation in the potential depends upon radius, it can produce 
non-trivial radial beam profiles. 
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Fig. 5.3. (above) CCD camera images of the (two-dimensional) areal density profiles (a) 
before; and (b) 10 µs after beam extraction; shown in (c) and (d) are the corresponding 
radial profiles, σz(r); (below) profiles, σb(r), of extracted beams are shown for a selection 
of normalized beam amplitudes ξ, defined in Eq. (5.3) below: ξ ≈ 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.9, 
2.8. Shown for the three smallest beams are Gaussian fits (···), while the three largest 
beams are fit (−) to numerical solutions.  The initial plasma profile, σz(r), is also shown 
(). Negative and positive values of r denote data along a chord through the plasma. 
Reprinted from reference7. 
 

As described in reference7, assuming extraction from a long, 
cylindrical plasma, the areal density profile of the beam at a given radius 
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can be written as a simple integral over the particle distribution function, 
with the lower limiting velocity in the integral vmin set by the extraction 
voltage, VE. Thus 

 
            (5.1) 
               
where vpar is the velocity of the particles in the direction of the magnetic 
field, and 
 

 
    (5.2)

  
 

where − φ0(r) is the potential profile before beam extraction (i.e., the 
explicit minus sign is for the electron plasmas studied here), and Δφ(r) is 
the change in the plasma potential due to the extraction of the entire 
beam pulse.  

For small-amplitude beam pulses, a simple analytic expression can 
be derived from Eq. (5.1) to describe the radial beam profile, taking φ0(r) 
and Δφ(r) as that calculated for “flat-top” (i.e., constant-density) radial 
distributions for the background plasma and the extracted beam, 
respectively. The areal density profile of the beam is a Gaussian radial 
distribution, 
 

   
                                      (5.3)      
 

 
For the smallest-amplitude beams, where Δφ can be neglected, the 
characteristic radius, ρb = 2λD [HW to 1/e], where λD is the Debye 
screening length. Qualitatively, λD is the smallest distance over which a 
change can be made in the plasma potential, and thus it sets the minimum 
transverse size of the beam. Since , extraction from a 
colder, higher-density plasma will produce narrow beams. 
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For larger beams, the expression for the width is found to depend 
upon the change in space charge due to the extracted beam. The critical 
parameter determining “small” and “large” beams is,7 

 
     

       (5.4) 
    
where Nb/N0 is the fraction of the total plasma particles, N0, extracted in 
the beam pulse, rp is the plasma radius, and Δφ is the difference in space-
charge potential across the beam. In terms of this parameter, and taking 
φ0(r) and Δφ(r) as above,d the beam radius for Gaussian beams is found to 
be7, 

 .                     (5.5) 
    

When ξ ≥ 1, the beam profiles depart significantly from the predicted 
Gaussian profiles. In this case, the profiles can be calculated numerically 
(i.e., again using the assumption that particles exit the plasma before 
scattering or radial diffusion occurs). As shown in Figure 5.3, the profiles 
of small-amplitude beams fit well with the Gaussian predictions, and the 
profiles of larger-amplitude beams are in reasonable agreement with the 
numerical calculations. As shown in Figure 5.4, the predicted beam 
widths from Eq. (5.5) are in good agreement with the data over the wide 
range of the beam amplitudes studied. In fact, the agreement for ξ > 1 
cannot be justified by the theory and thus appears to be fortuitous. 

Key results of this analysis are that the beam radius is limited to ρb ≥ 
2λD and that this limiting value of 2λD can be readily achieved. Another 
important result is the identification of ξ as the parameter determining 
the beam widths. Equations (5.4) and (5.5) set a limit on the fraction of 
beam particles that can be extracted at the minimum diameter of 4λD, 
namely that Nb/ N0 < < (2λD/rp).2 Physically, this is the condition that the 
areal density within the pulse is small compared to the areal density of 

                                                
d  Assuming a flat-top, radial beam distribution in lieu of a Gaussian distribution makes a 
negligible error in the calculation of Δφ and ρb. 
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the parent plasma. Equations (5.4) and (5.5) also quantify the beam 
widths for larger beam pulses. 

In practical applications, one would like to convert as much of a 
trapped plasma into a train of approximately identical pulses as possible. 
Shown in Figure 5.5 is an example where over 50% of the plasma was 
converted to a train of 20 nearly identical pulses. It is important to note 
that this was accomplished by maintaining the central plasma density 
constant throughout the extraction process using RW compression (cf., 
the previous chapter, Chapter 4) to keep the plasma density, and hence 
λD constant. After extraction of the beam pulses, the “holes” left by the 
extracted pulses propagate coherently to the plasma edge in a time < 1 
ms. This returns the plasma to a rigid rotor, thermal equilibrium state. 
This would, in principle, allow pulse extractions at a kilohertz rate. 
Whether this is possible, given the fact that the plasma must be 
compressed with the RW to maintain constant n and λD, is an important 
topic for future research. 

 
 

Fig. 5.4. (a) Beam-width, ρb, plotted vs. Nb/N0 for T = 1.0 eV (), and 0.2 eV ().  The 
predictions (−) from Eqs (5.1) and (5.2) are also plotted, with no fitted parameters; (···) 
shows a numerical calculation from Ref.7; arrows correspond to beams with ξ = 1.  (b) 
Data from (a) plotted as (ρb/2λD)2 vs the dimensionless beam amplitude ξ, demonstrating 
the scaling predicted by Eq. (5.5). Reprinted from reference7. 
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The energy distribution in the extracted beam is also of importance 
in many applications, such as when one wants to bunch the particles in 
time in positron-atomic physics (spectroscopic) applications or to study 
the energy dependence of certain processes such as vibrational or 
electronic excitation by positron impact. Recently, a detailed 
investigation was conducted of the energy distributions of the beam 
pulses formed in the manner described above.8  

It is useful to define the dimensionless exit-gate voltage,8 
 

 .        (5.6) 
 
In terms of η, the beam amplitude can then be written,8 

 
 
            (5.7) 
 
 
where 
 
 
            (5.8) 
 
 
Here, Rw is the inner radius of the electrodes, and Γ is the upper, 
incomplete gamma function. Using the variables η and ξ, the distribution 
in energies E⏐⏐ of the beam particles in motion parallel to the magnetic 
field, can then be written 
 
            (5.9)  
 

 
Thus, by measuring Nb as a function of the extraction voltage VE (i.e., η 
in scaled variables), one can measure the parallel energy distribution of 
the beam. Typical data for Nb

8 are shown in Figure 5.6.  
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The beam parallel energy distributions, shown in Figure 5.7, are then 
obtained using Eq. (5.9).12 Note that for a small number of extracted 
particles, ξ = 0.02, the distribution is fit well by the tail of a Maxwellian, 
whereas for ξ = 0.4, there is a distinct departure from this limit (i.e., due 
to the change in the plasma potential due to the extraction of the pulse). 
The dispersion in the total energy of the beam is defined by 

    
                         (5.10) 

 
 

   

 
Fig. 5.5. (above) Amplitudes, Nb, for 20 pulses extracted consecutively with <Nb> = 1.0 ± 
0.05 x 107 and ξ ≈ 0.2; (below) corresponding areal density profiles for the 1st (), 10th 
() and 20th () extracted beams. The pulse amplitude and the radial beam profile 
remain constant, due to the fact that the density, and hence λD, is maintained constant by 
RW compression during the extractions; Gaussian fits to the profiles are also shown. 
Reprinted from reference7. 

ΔE =
1/2
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Fig. 5.6. () The number of beam particles, Nb, as a function of the extraction voltage, 
VE; (solid line) the predictions of the theory of Eqs (5.7) – (5.9); and (–––) the result 
using the small-beam approximation, ξ ≤ 1. Reprinted from reference8. 
 

     
Fig. 5.7. Parallel energy distributions for two values of ξ: (–––) prediction of the small–
beam approximation; and (−) solutions of Eqs (5.7)–(5.9), compared with () the 
distribution obtained by taking the derivative of Nb as a function of VE (i.e., dξ/dη). 
Reprinted from reference8. 
 

Using Eqs (5.7)–(5.9), the parallel energy distribution function, 
f(E⏐⏐), and hence ΔE, can be calculated over a wide range of plasma 
parameters. Here it is assumed that the particle energy distribution in the 
motion in the plane perpendicular to B is a Maxwellian at temperature T. 
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As shown in Figure 5.8, the root mean square (rms) energy spread of the 
extracted beam, increases only modestly with increasing ξ.  

 
Fig. 5.8. Predictions for the rms spread in the total energy of the beam as a function of ξ 
for three values of RW/λD (lines), compared with data () for RW/λD = 50. From 
reference8; see this reference for details. 
 

There are a number of potential applications of the beam extraction 
technique described here. One example is in positron-atomic physics 
studies, where a magnetically guided beam (i.e., most compatible with 
extraction from parent plasmas in a PM trap) has distinct advantages.2 
However, there are also situations in which an electrostatic, as opposed 
to a magnetically guided, beam is desirable (i.e., a beam in a B-field free 
region). In particular, the electrostatic beams admit to the use of 
electrostatic focusing and remoderation for brightness enhancement.  

In reference7, an example is given of what could be done extracting a 
cold beam (T ~ 10 meV) from a cryogenically cooled plasma in a 5-tesla 
field. Assuming it is guided to a region where B ~ 5 gauss (5 x 10–4 T) 
and then extracted from the field, an electrostatic beam could be formed 
with a diameter of 1 mm and an energy spread of 10 meV (essentially all 
of which is in the perpendicular direction). Such a beam would be a 
considerable advance for positron-atomic physics scattering experiments 
and for certain types of materials analysis. For example, typical 
electrostatic beams used for atomic physics studies have energy spreads 
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≥ 0.5 eV and transverse extents ≥ 5 mm. There is a limit, however, on Nb 
for these cold, small-diameter beam pulses. To keep ξ < 1 and form a 
beam with an energy spread of 10 meV, for example, the number of 
particles per pulse is Nb = 4 x 103.   

In 2010, Weber and collaborators developed a method to extract 
particles tailored in a high-field PM trap (i.e., as described here) from the 
magnetic field to create a new class of electrostatic beams13. We refer the 
reader to reference13 for details. Such beams are useful in a range of 
applications, including positron scattering studies involving atoms and 
molecules.2 They are also important in that other methods to brightness-
enhance beams such as “remoderation”14 can be used once the particles 
are in a magnetic-field-free region. 

 
5.3.   Multicell Trap for Storage of Large Numbers of Positrons 

 
Overview. Many applications require large numbers of positrons and/or 
long storage times. Furthermore, great benefits are anticipated if one 
could develop a portable antimatter trap. This would permit decoupling 
the end use of the antimatter from the source of the antiparticles, be it a 
particle accelerator, a nuclear reactor or even a compact, sealed 
radioisotope source. They are all awkward to deal with in many 
applications. While portable antimatter traps have been discussed 
previously,5,15,16 none have yet been developed.  

We describe here the next key step in research to develop a next–
generation of positron storage devices. The near-term goal is to increase 
by orders of magnitude the number of positrons that can be accumulated 
and stored for long periods.  Impediments to further progress include 
dealing with large plasma potentials. In addition, due to radial plasma 
transport in the presence of these large space-charge potentials, there are 
serious barriers to achieving very long confinement times (e.g., days) in 
these devices.   

To achieve these objectives, we describe here the design of a novel 
multicell Penning–Malmberg trap.17,18  In this discussion, we refer to a 
“cell” as a single-component plasma in an individual PM trap, in the case 
where more than one such plasma is arranged in the same magnetic field 
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and vacuum chamber.  The basic idea is that this MCT can confine and 
store antiparticles in separate plasma cells, shielded from one another by 
copper electrodes. These electrodes screen out the plasma space-charge 
potential, in turn reducing the required confinement voltages for a given 
number of particles by an order of magnitude or more. Such MCTs have 
been developed previously for other applications, namely arrays of 
quadrupole mass spectrometers used to increase sample analysis 
throughput.19,20 

The initial goal is to develop a device in a common magnetic field 
and vacuum system that can store ≥ 1012 positrons for days or weeks 
without significant losses.  As illustrated in Figure 5.9, this would 
increase the present state of the art by a factor ~ 102 – 103.  Such a device 
would also represent a major step toward the development of a versatile, 
portable antimatter trap. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.9. Progress in positron trapping from similar strength sources  of ~ 50 – 100 mCi 
22Na using a buffer-gas accumulator,  including stacking positron plasmas in UHV;5,21–23 
(oval, UCSD) parameters achieved for an electron plasma, and (oval, multicell) the 
expected value for the MCT described here (updated in 2012). 
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The concept of the multicell PM trap is shown schematically in 

Figure 5.10.17 There are several potential factors limiting long-term 
confinement of large numbers of positrons in PM traps.  One is the 
Brillouin limit (cf., Section 4.4), which is the limiting density for plasma 
confinement in a uniform magnetic field.  For electrons or positrons at 
tesla-strength magnetic fields, the Brillouin limit is beyond the capability 
of present-day experimental capabilities, and so (albeit unfortunately) it 
is not of immediate concern.  A more important near-term limitation is 
the effect of plasma space charge, which is a key practical constraint for 
present-day positron traps. For large particle numbers, N, the space-
charge potential of a cylindrical, single-component plasma of length Lp in 
a PM trap is proportional to N/ Lp. For a fixed plasma length Lp, the 
number of particles, N, that can be stored in a trap is limited by the 
maximum potential, VC that can be applied to electrodes in vacuum, in 
the presence of the plasma.  

As described in Chapter 4, typical cylindrical plasmas in PM traps 
are space-charge limited at ~ 1011  particles per meter of plasma 
length, where  is the confining potential in kV (cf. Chapter 4).17 For 
example, for a plasma of 1010 positrons with Lp = 0.1 m and rw/rp = 8.8, 
the plasma potential is 750 V, which, in turn, requires a value of VC > 
750 V. While this value of VC can be achieved relatively easily, the 
maximum possible operating potential for a compact PM trap, with 
closely spaced electrodes used to confine large numbers of electron-mass 
particles in a strong magnetic field, depends upon the specifics of the 
apparatus and must be demonstrated experimentally.   

Another consideration arises from the fact that the heating due to 
outward diffusion is proportional to the plasma potential (cf. Chapter 4 
and reference17).  This heating can inhibit the ability to confine and 
compress positron plasmas. It can also lead to positronium (Ps) 
formation on background impurities in the vacuum system, and this 
represents a potentially serious positron loss process.  For typical 
vacuum system contaminants, Ps formation has an energy threshold of 
several electron-volts and a relatively large cross-section ~ 10–20 m2.  The 
resulting neutral Ps atoms will annihilate quickly.  To avoid this loss, the 

 

C˜ V 

 

C˜ V 
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positron plasma must be kept relatively cool (e.g., T ≤ 2 eV), and so 
unnecessary plasma heating must be avoided.   

 
 

 
Fig. 5.10. Conceptual design of an MCT, showing the arrangement of cells parallel and 
perpendicular to the several-tesla magnetic field, B.  This device consists of hexagonally 
close-packed cells perpendicular to the magnetic field and a number of in-line cells in the 
field direction.  RF = radio frequency; DC = direct current. 

 
 
As shown in Figure 5.10, a key feature of the MCT is that large 

values of the plasma potential (i.e., due to the space charge of the 
plasma) can be mitigated by dividing the plasma into m, rod-shaped 
plasmas. Each plasma, of length Lp, is oriented along the magnetic field 
in a hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) arrangement transverse to the field.  
These rod-shaped plasmas are shielded from each other by closely fitting 
copper electrodes. For a given maximum confining electrical potential 
VC, the number of stored positrons will be increased by a factor of m.  
Since the plasma heating rate due to outward expansion of the plasma is 
proportional to the potential drop across the plasma, the multicell design 
also reduces the requirements on plasma cooling.  In the trap design 
considered here, cooling is accomplished by cyclotron radiation of the 
particles in a relatively large (e.g., several-tesla) magnetic field.  
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The multicell design also breaks up each long rod of plasma into p 
separate plasmas in the direction along the magnetic field (i.e., separated 
by electrodes at potential Vc).  The plasma length is decreased by a factor 
Lp/p, and this reduces the effects of magnetic non-uniformities, since 
many of the cells are now both off the axis of symmetry and away from 
the mid-plane of the magnet.  Breaking up the plasma longitudinally also 
reduces the rate of outward, asymmetry-driven radial transport (i.e., 
which is typically found to be proportional to Lp

2 (cf., Chapter 4 and 
reference24).  The design parameters for a 21-cell MCT are summarized 
in Table 5.1.  The electrode structure will be cooled to cryogenic 
temperatures to freeze out contaminant impurity molecules and to ensure 
a UHV environment.  Using rotating electric fields in each cell for radial 
plasma compression, the positron loss is expected to be small on the 
design-goal time scale for confinement times of weeks.   

 
Table 5.1. Design parameters of a 21-cell MCT. 

Number of cells (m x p = 7 x 3) 21 

Total positron number, N (1011) ≥ 5.0 

Magnetic field (T) 5 

Total electrode length, L (cm)  100 

Electrode–package diameter, 2R (cm)> 7.5 

Plasma radius, RP (cm) 0.2 

Plasma length, Lp (cm) 20 

Confinement voltage, Vc (kV) 1.0 

Cell spacing (cm), D  2.0 

Space-charge potential (V)  750 

Rotating-wall frequency (MHz) 4 

 
The plasma is expected to be considerably warmer than the electrode 

temperature (i.e., ~ 0.1 eV) due to plasma heating from the radio 
frequency fields used to achieve long-term plasma confinement. The 
work reported here used a confinement potential, VC = 1.0 kV, which 
resulted in a maximum particle number of N = 3 x 1010 in a single PM 
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cell.  The design in Table 5.1 is conservative in this regard.  If one could 
work with ~ 3 kV, which is likely, a trap for 1012 positrons would require 
only 14 cells.  Alternatively, a 95-cell trap could confine ≥ 6 x 1012 
positrons.   

To fill the MCT, positrons will be accumulated in a buffer-gas trap 
using the arrangement shown in Figure 5.11. Typically N ~3 x 108 e+ can 
be accumulated from a 100 mCi 22Na radioactive source and noble gas 
moderator in a few minutes.  The positron plasmas from the buffer-gas 
trap will be “stacked”21,25,26 in UHV in the high-field trap21 with a cycle 
time of several minute to achieve ≥ 1010 positrons in a single plasma cell. 
At these fill rates, trapping 1012 positrons would take several days to a 
week.  However, stronger positron sources are currently in operation 
and/or under development in a number of laboratories around the world 
that could fill such a trap in a few hours or less.5,27–29 A master plasma-
manipulation cell (on the left side of the MCT) will receive plasmas from 
the buffer-gas trap, compress them and move them off axis radially by a 
technique described below, before depositing them in the multiple 
storage cells.   

 

 

Fig. 5.11. Schematic diagram of the buffer-gas positron trap (left) used to accumulate 
positrons from a continuous source and shuttle them to the MCT. The buffer-gas trap is 
connected by a pulsed valve to the high-field UHV, multicell storage trap (right). 
Positrons from the source and moderator enter the buffer-gas trap from the left. The 
source could be a conventional radioisotope (22Na) and a solid neon moderator, or a 
higher intensity source. 
 

Validation of the MCT concept. A series of experiments were 
performed recently (using test electron plasmas) to validate key 
procedures necessary to operate an MCT successfully. The experiments 
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were performed in the cylindrical high-field PM trap described in 
Chapter 4.18 Plasmas are confined in various combinations of cylindrical 
electrodes (rw = 1.27 cm) to achieve plasma lengths in the range 5 ≤ Lp ≤ 
25 cm. The electron plasmas are injected using a standard electron gun 
and confined radially by an applied 5-tesla magnetic field, with axial 
confinement provided by voltages applied to the end electrodes.  In 
typical experiments, rotating electric fields (i.e., the RW technique 
described in Chapter 4) provided long-term confinement.  The segmented 
RW electrodes are also used to excite and detect diocotron modes in the 
plasma that, as described below, were used to move plasmas across the 
magnetic field. 

The plasmas are cooled by cyclotron radiation in the 5 T magnetic 
field at a rate, Γc   ~ 6 s–1, 30 which is fast compared to the compression 
and expansion rates.  Steady-state plasmas remain relatively cool (i.e. T ≤ 
0.2 eV; T/eφ0 << 1, where φ0 is the plasma potential), even in the 
presence of strong RW fields. It was established that the steady-state 
density could be maintained for more than 24 hours with no loss of 
plasma.18 The dependence of the plasma density on the total number of 
particles N is illustrated in Figure 5.12 for the three different confinement 
lengths Lc (i.e., the length of the potential well imposed by voltages on 
the electrodes) and a 1 kV confinement potential. The ability to create 
and manipulate two, in-line plasmas was also demonstrated.18   

One of the key requirements for an MCT is development of a robust 
and compact method to move plasma across the magnetic field.  While 
this could be accomplished by magnetic deflection or use of E x B plates, 
both of these techniques have disadvantages in terms of space 
requirements and the need to switch large magnetic fields and/or 
electrical potentials. A method to move plasmas across the field was 
developed using excitation of a so-called “diocotron mode" of the 
plasma.31  Specifically, when a single-component plasma is displaced 
from the axis of the cylindrical electrode, the center of mass will exhibit 
an E x B drift due to the electric field of the image charge of the plasma 
induced in the electrodes that surround it.  This uniform drift of the 
plasma center at frequency fD about the axis is called a diocotron mode.  
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The amplitude of this mode is the displacement, D, of the plasma from 
the axis of symmetry of the confining electrodes.   

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 5.12. The plasma density, n, as a function of the total number of confined particles, 
N, is shown for three different confinement lengths, Lc (i.e., the length of the electrodes 
forming the confinement well), using a confinement voltage, VC = 1.0 kV.  To vary N, 
three different electron-gun fill voltages were used, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 kV, at each value of 
Lc, represented by the three data points on each line. Reprinted from reference18. 

 
For a long plasma column with Lp >> rw, the linear frequency of the 

mθ=1, kz = 0 diocotron mode is approximately  
 

  fD ≈ (rp/rw)2 fE,        (5.11) 
 
where fE = ne(4πε0B)–1 is the E x B plasma rotation frequency (cf., 
Chapter 4 and reference31).  In these experiments, fD ~ a few kHz << fE.  
The diocotron mode was excited by applying a sinusoidal voltage at a 
frequency near fD to one sector of the four-sector electrode. As described 
below, the technique of “autoresonance” provides an effective and 
convenient method to control both the amplitude (i.e., radial 
displacement, D) and the azimuthal position of the plasma column as a 
function of time. 
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As the diocotron mode grows in amplitude and the plasma moves 
further off axis, the mode frequency changes. To lowest order, assuming 
rp<<rw, the nonlinear diocotron frequency fNL

32 is 
 

 
                                 (5.12)                                    
 

 
Figure 5.13 shows a comparison of the measured values of fNL/fD as a 
function of D compared to the predictions of Eq. (5.12). 

In the experiments, plasmas could be imaged directly with CCD 
camera out to a displacement D ≈ 0.45 cm (rw = 1.27 cm). Beyond that 
radius, D was measured using a pick-up signal on a segmented 
electrode.18 A plasma displacement corresponding to 80% of the 
electrode radius was achieved.  This has important, positive, implications 
concerning the ability to completely fill an electrode structure with 
multicell plasmas by addressing cells far from the magnetic axis. 

The plasma could be phase-locked to a drive signal using the 
technique of "autoresonance".  Autoresonance is the tendency of a driven 
nonlinear oscillator to stay in resonance with the drive signal, even when 
the system parameters are varied. This phenomenon was explored in 
some detail by Fajans et al.33–35 for the case we are interested in, namely 
the diocotron mode. Using this technique, the diocotron mode is brought 
into autoresonance by sweeping the drive frequency from below the 
linear diocotron frequency to a selected, higher frequency.  If the drive 
voltage is sufficiently strong, the excited diocotron mode amplitude (i.e., 
the displacement, D, of the plasma column from the symmetry axis) will 
grow as the mode increases in frequency with the drive frequency.  In the 
autoresonant condition, the excited diocotron mode stays phase-locked to 
the applied signal. We plan to use this technique to inject trapped 
plasmas into the off-axis cells in the MCT, and we conducted 
experiments with electron plasmas to test this. 

Figure 5.14 shows a model calculation to illustrate the autoresonant 
response of a plasma of relatively small spatial extent to a constant-
amplitude sine wave, VD = Vo sin(2πft), as the drive frequency, f, is 

NLf = Df
1

1− 2D / Wr( )
.
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changed.  The initial on-axis plasma is driven to a large displacement 
when the frequency of the drive is swept from below the linear mode 
frequency to a higher frequency.  The final displacement, D, is 
determined by the final frequency of the applied signal. The angular 
position of the plasma in the plane perpendicular to the B-field is 
determined by the phase of this applied signal.  
 

 
Fig. 5.13. The diocotron frequency (●) measured for plasmas displaced different 
distances D from the electrode center; and (—) the prediction of Eq. (5.12) with no fitted 
parameters. The linear diocotron frequency is fD = 2.9 kHz. From reference18.  
 

 
Fig. 5.14. Model calculation of the evolution of the plasma position during the excitation 
of a nonlinear diocotron mode in the condition of autoresonance: (a) the drive voltage 
VD(t) as a function of time in units of the period, τ1, of the linear diocotron mode; and (b) 
the corresponding plasma orbit in the (x, y) plane perpendicular to the magnetic field at 
various times.  Numbers correlate the plasma position with the phase of the drive signal. 
As the frequency increases, the plasma column moves to larger displacements. 
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Figure 5.15 (left panel) shows CCD images of autoresonantly excited 

plasmas that have been deposited on the screen at a fixed phase angle, φ 
= 0o, in the plane perpendicular to B. Note that these displacements are 
much larger than the plasma radius, demonstrating that D >> Rp can be 
achieved. The ability of this technique to deposit plasmas at four 
predetermined azimuthal locations (90° apart) is shown in the right-hand 
panel of Figure 5.15. These experiments demonstrate that the 
autoresonance technique will enable depositing plasmas in cells at 
arbitrary locations in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. These 
results indicate that plasmas can be moved across the magnetic field in a 
few milliseconds or less and can be deposited in specific off-axis cells to 
a high degree of accuracy (e.g.,  +/– 0.2 mm in the radial and azimuthal 
directions).   

The process of filling the MCT is illustrated schematically in Figure 
5.16. Plasmas from a buffer-gas positron accumulator will be shuttled 
into a master plasma manipulation cell (left), then the dicotron mode will 
be excited to the appropriate values of displacement D and phase angle φ 
before the plasma is deposited into a specific off-axis cell. Shown in 
Figure 5.17 is a schematic illustration of the design of an electrode 
structure for a 21-cell trap (i.e., compatible with the design parameters 
summarized in Table I). It incorporates a master plasma manipulation 
cell for injection into off-axis cells. Each storage cell has a segmented 
electrode for RW radial plasma compression, an equal-length dc 
electrode, and confinement electrodes at each end.  

Using the RW technique in the strong-drive regime (cf. Chapter 4), 
plasmas with a remarkably broad range of initial densities (e.g., varying 
by a factor of 20 or more) can be compressed to a given final-state 
density by the application of a single, fixed RW frequency. This results 
in considerable simplifications in the design of a practical MCT. In 
particular, in this regime of RW operation, active control and 
interrogation of individual plasma cells is unnecessary. This strong-drive 
regime also has important consequences in reducing plasma heating. As 
discussed in Chapter 4, this is due to the fact that the mismatch in 
frequencies between the plasma rotation and the RW drive is negligibly 
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small, and this minimizes the RW heating.  Thus, operation in the strong-
drive regime approximates closely the minimum possible heating rate.  
 

       
 
Fig. 5.15. CCD images of plasmas displaced from the axis by autoresonant excitation of 
the diocotron mode and dumped onto a phosphor screen: (left) six radial displacements at 
fixed azimuthal position; and (right) four azimuthal displacements at a fixed radial 
position.  From reference18. 
 
 

The experiments indicate that it will be possible to access plasma 
parameters of n ≥ 5 x 1015 m–3 at B = 5 T. In this regime, the outward 
transport rate, Γo, is independent of plasma density (i.e., instead of 
increasing as Γo ∝ n2 which is the case at lower plasma densities11,36).  
This too reduces the required RW drive torque and thus leads to 
considerably less plasma heating, and so the plasmas remain cool.  
Plasmas with parameters such as those listed in Table 5.1 can be created 
with T~ 0.1 eV.  This is ideal for the multicell positron trap.  As 
discussed above, one important consideration is keeping the plasma 
temperature sufficiently low so that one can avoid Ps formation by 
collisions of positrons with background gas molecules. The relatively 
low values of plasma temperature reported here, namely T ≤ 0.5 eV, 
easily fulfill this requirement.   
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Fig. 5.16. Injection of plasmas into specific cells in the MCT: phase-dumped into an (A) 
on-axis, and (B)  off-axis plasma cell.  
 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.17. Schematic diagram of the 21-cell multicell positron trap, showing three banks 
of seven cells in an hexagonally closed packed arrangement. Plasmas from the source 
will first enter the feed electrodes, then be moved off axis using autoresonant excitation 
of the diocotron mode to fill off-axis storage cells. 
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Summary. Key techniques have been demonstrated that will be 
critical to the development of a practical multicell positron trap.  
Specifically, operation of the trap at confinement potentials of 1 kV has 
been demonstrated, resulting in the ability to store ≥ 1010 particles (in this 
case electrons) in a single cell. The ability to operate two plasma cells 
simultaneously was established.  Finally, to fill off-axis cells, diocotron-
mode excitation of plasmas to a displacement 80% of the electrode 
radius and phased dumping these plasmas were demonstrated with a 
precision that exceeds that required for a practical positron trap. These 
results validate key aspects of the design of the multicell positron trap for 
N ≥ 1012 positrons.  Further multiplexing can potentially increase the trap 
capacity by additional orders of magnitude beyond this benchmark goal.   

In 2012, the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) Positron 
Group began to build a 21-cell MCT for 1012 positrons along the lines of 
that described in Table 5.1 and shown schematically in Figure 5.17. 

 
5.4.   Electron–Positron Plasmas 

 
Electron–positron plasmas (“pair plasmas”) are exceedingly interesting 
physical systems for a number of reasons. While there have been 
extensive theoretical studies of electron-positron plasmas,37–43 there have 
been few attempts to study them experimentally. The major problem in 
conducting such experiments is that they are neutral plasmas (or 
approximately so). Thus the powerful confinement theorem for single-
component plasmas (cf., Chapter 4) is inapplicable. Thus achievable 
confinement times for pair plasmas are expected to be many orders of 
magnitude shorter than those for pure positron plasmas, and this poses a 
huge challenge to experimentalists. However, with the advent of high-
intensity positron sources and means to accumulate large numbers of 
positrons (e.g., the MCT described above), we are on the verge of 
creating these interesting plasmas in the laboratory.e Much of the 
                                                
e For the (tenuous) pair plasmas considered here, Ps formation and positron annihilation 
with electrons can be neglected. The annihilation time for a positron in an electron 
plasma with density ~ 1020 m3 is approximately 1 s, independent of the plasma 
temperature. The rates of other processes, such as e+ + e– –> Ps + hν and e+ + e– + e– –> 
Ps + e–, are also expected to be small. 
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following discussion follows closely to that presented in reference44, 
albeit with revisions for recent progress. The reader is referred to this 
reference for further details. 

In a seminal paper, Tsytovich and Wharton45 pointed out that 
electron–positron plasmas possesses truly unique properties because of 
the equal-mass, opposite sign-of-charge nature of the plasma particles. 
For example, cyclotron radiation in these plasmas is linearly, rather than 
circularly, polarized. Furthermore, the nonlinear behavior of these 
plasmas is dramatically different than that in conventional electron–ion 
plasmas. For example, in an equal-mass plasma in which the species are 
in equilibrium at temperature T, the ion acoustic wave is very heavily 
damped; three-wave coupling processes (e.g., parametric decay) are 
absent; and nonlinear Landau damping is larger by the electron/ion mass 
ratio M/m, as compared to the conventional case. This completely 
changes the behavior of the plasma.   

Relativistic electron–positron plasmas are thought to play a 
particularly important role in nature. For example, large quantities of this 
material are believed to be present in the magnetospheres of pulsars. As 
mentioned above, pair plasmas have been studied extensively 
theoretically,39–43 but not experimentally, and thus this topic literally begs 
for experimental investigation. The first laboratory experiments to study 
something close to this situation were conducted by passing an electron 
beam through a positron plasma confined in a Penning trap (i.e., a study 
of the electron-beam, positron-plasma instability).46,47  However, it is 
much more desirable to create an electron–positron plasma in which the 
two species are not drifting relative to each other.    

Various techniques have been proposed for creating such 
simultaneously confined electron and positron plasmas.  They include 
confinement in a magnetic mirror,48 in toroidal a magnetic configuration 
known as a stellarator,4 and in a combined Penning/Paul trap.44  Due to 
the anticipated difficulties in simultaneous confinement of these plasmas, 
an intense positron source, such as that from a linear electron accelerator 
(LINAC), or an isotope-producing nuclear reactor such as the Munich 
fission reactor,49 is virtually obligatory in order to achieve useful data 
rates in a laboratory experiment.     
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As mentioned above, it would be of great interest to study the 
relativistic regime.  A magnetic mirror device is expected to provide 
good confinement for such a hot, electron-mass plasma.  However, at the 
anticipated high temperatures, the Debye length is comparatively large 
for a given plasma density.  Consequently, relativistic electron–positron 
plasma experiments will require very large numbers of positrons (e.g., N 
≥ 1015 per plasma, with an expected lifetime ≤ 1s).44  This is likely to 
challenge the capabilities of available positron sources for the 
foreseeable future.    

An alternative approach to study relativistic electron–positron 
plasmas is the use of intense lasers.  While these kinds of experiments 
are outside the scope of the present review, there has been great progress 
in this area in recent years, driven by the ever-increasing capabilities of 
high-intensity laser technology.  We refer the reader to references50–56 for 
further discussions of this promising new direction. As pointed out in 
reference56, one can not only expect to generate very large numbers of 
positrons with these techniques (e.g., N ~ 5 x 1011), but one could also 
likely create strong confining magnetic fields using complementary 
laser-based techniques.      

Combined trap for low-density electron–positron plasmas. One 
method to create and study a low-density, cool electron–positron plasma 
involves a hybrid trapping scheme.44 The challenge of simultaneous 
confinement of both charge species can be overcome by the use of a 
combination of Penning- and Paul-trap technology. In a Paul trap, one 
can confine charged particles of both signs of charge by means of radio 
frequency (RF) fields. The basic concept is that in a rapidly oscillating 
high-frequency electric field (ω >> ωp), the plasma is repelled from 
regions of large electric field. This concept gives rise to the notion of a 
ponderomotive force which can be written,57 

 
                (5.13)       

 
 
Regions of large oscillating electric field act as potential hills and 

thus repel particles of both signs of charge. Paul traps have been used to 
confine quasi-neutral plasmas of positive and negative ions.44 More 
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Fig. 5.18. A combined Penning–Paul trap for studying electron–positron plasmas. A 
uniform magnetic field B will provide confinement for both signs of charge in the 
direction perpendicular to B. RF fields at each end provide confinement in the direction 
along B. These large, high-frequency electric fields peak near the location at which the 
end and central electrodes meet. From reference44. 

 
recently, the simultaneous confinement of protons and electrons was 
demonstrated in a trap in which the electrons were confined by RF fields 
and the protons were confined in an overlapping Penning trap.58  

In a natural extension of these experiments, we have proposed using 
a combined trap, illustrated in Figure 5.18, to confine an electron–
positron plasma.17 This would be done using a hybrid, Penning–Paul trap 
where radial confinement is provided by a magnetic field, as in a 
Penning trap; and confinement along the magnetic field is provided by 
RF electric fields Erf (i.e., in place of the electrostatic potentials of the 
Penning trap). In this design, heating of the species by the RF is a 
problem. This can be overcome using the cooling provided by small 
amounts of a suitably chosen molecular gas (as described in Chapter 4). 

The design parameters for the experiment are given in Table 5.2. The 
maximum achievable depth of the potential well using the Paul trapping 
technique is limited by practical considerations to a few electron-volts, 
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thereby placing limits on the plasma temperature and the acceptable 
amount of charge imbalance. For these and other electron–positron 
plasma experiments, the advantage of using an intense positron source 
would be that the experiments could be conducted with more rapid cycle 
times, even if the confinement is relatively poor (which is likely).  

Much of the discussion here follows closely that presented in 
reference44. The cooling is due to electron and positron collisions with 
neutral CO2 molecules.f The steady-state temperature can be estimated 
by balancing the heating of the particles due to Coulomb collisions in the 
RF field and the cooling due to inelastic, vibrational, electron–molecule 
and positron–molecule collisions.g The heating rate due to Coulomb 
collisions will be 

 
             (5.14)  
 
 
where νc is the Coulomb collision frequency and δv = eErf/mω is the 
particle velocity due to the RF field at frequency ω. It is useful to note  

 
                                                (5.15)  

              
 

that where Urf is the RF trapping potential energy. The heating rate must 
be spatially averaged over the trajectory of the particles in the potential 
well. For a cylindrical plasma of length L, confined by cylindrical 
electrodes of radius rw << L, with the confining electrode between z = 0 
and z = L, the particles will be heated appreciably only in the regions of 
large RF electric field. This will occur only near the ends of the plasma 
in a region of extent δz ~ 0.4 rw near the turning points of the motion.44 

                                                
f  It is assumed here that the molecular gas is CO2, but other cooling gases could also be 
used (e.g., CF4). It should be noted that SF6 would not be a good choice because electrons 
attach to it. 
g Consistent with the discussion in reference44, the heating due to charged-
particle/neutral, momentum-transfer collisions in the region of the rf fields was neglected. 
Recent estimates (2012) indicate that this does not significantly change the estimates 
made here. 

dε
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To fix the design parameters, a trapping well depth, Urf = 5 eV and a 
plasma temperature kT ~ 0.5 eV are assumed. Near the turning points, the 
particles experience an RF potential of strength ~ kT/e, and they spend 
more time near these locations than in other regions of the trap. Taking 
these factors into account and assuming L = 30Rw, the estimate made in 
reference44 is that the time-averaged heating rate is, 
 
   .h                                  (5.16) 
 

The rate of energy loss will be , where εj is the 
average energy loss per collision and νcol is the collision frequency for 
inelastic vibrational excitation of the molecule. We assume that the 
cooling gas is CO2, which has a vibrational-quantum energy, εj = 0.3 eV, 
and a collision cross-section σ ~ 10–16 cm–2 (cf., Table 4.1, Chapter 4)44.i 
With these assumptions  

 
                  [Hz],              (5.17)  
 
where nn is the CO2 number density and P is the pressure in millibars. 
Thus 

  
                [eV/s].         (5.18) 
 
In steady state, . Thus  (Hz). For 
n = 107 cm–3 and T = 0.5 eV, νc ~ 2 x 103 Hz, which would require a CO2 
pressure of 1.3 x 10–6 mbar. 

                                                
h The 0.05 factor in Eq. (5.16) accounts for the fact that the heating only occurs in the 
region of the RF fields. A similar weighting factor would be relevant to electron/positron 
neutral collisions (cf. footnote below). 
i Simplifying assumptions were made in that analysis and are continued here. 
Experiments indicate that for positrons, the cross-section for vibrational excitation is 
twice the value used here,2 while the vibrational excitation cross-section for positrons and 
electrons are taken to be the same. Further, heating due to electron/positron neutral 
collisions is neglected. Neither is expected to change substantially the estimates made 
here. 

 

dε /dt ≈ − colν jε

colν = nn σ Tv ≈ 2.0× 510 P

 

d rfε /dt + d colε /dt = 0

 

cν ~ 2 × 610 P

d rfε
dt

≈ 0.05 cν T

d colε
dt

= −7.0× 410 P
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At this pressure, the annihilation time is ~ 80 s, the diffusion time 
due to collisions with neutral gas is ~ 500 s, the diffusion time due to 
electron–positron collisions is ~ 200 s, and the Bohm diffusion time44 is 
~ 100 µs. Thus the plasma can be expected to survive between 100 µs 
and several hundreds of seconds, depending on which transport 
mechanism dominates. This is an interesting issue in its own right and 
would likely be one of the first phenomenon to be studied. Since the 
plasma frequency is ~ 30 MHz, plasma wave phenomena could be 
studied, even if the confinement time was as short as 100 µs. 

 
Table 5.2. Design parameters of an electron–positron experiment using a 
combined Penning–Paul trap. [Following reference44, values here are in cgs 
(centimeter, gram, seconds), not S. I. units.] 
 

Quantity  Design Value 
 

density (cm–3) 107 
plasma length (cm) 30 
plasma radius (cm) 0.5 
electrode inner diameter (cm) 1 
particle number 5 x 108 
RF frequency (MHz) 200 
RF voltage (V rms) 100 
rRFpotential well (V) 5 
CO2 pressure (mbar) 1.3 x 10–6 
plasma temperature (eV) 0.5 

 

While this combined trap is suitable for low-density electron–
positron plasma studies, it is not likely to be a viable geometry for 
confining high-density plasmas. This is due to plasma heating, which 
will increase rapidly with plasma density and the unavailability of a 
sufficiently rapid cooling mechanism to counteract it. While heating due 
to Coulomb collisions could be reduced at higher plasma temperatures, 
Ps formation (cf., Chapter 4) will quickly become a problem. 

Magnetic-mirror confinement of hot electron–positron plasmas. 
Experimental studies of relativistic electron–positron plasmas will be 
much more challenging. The plasma limit requires n λD

3 >> 1, and λD < 
L, where L is the characteristic dimension of the charge cloud. Thus, in 
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order to have λD as small as 0.01 m at Te > 200 keV (i.e., a mildly 
relativistic plasma), a density of n = 1018 m3 is required. At least, one 
must have L = 10 λD to study plasma wave phenomena, which in turn 
requires confining 1015 positrons. Beyond the challenge of accumulating 
such a large number of positrons, their confinement in a neutral plasma is 
expected to be a great challenge.  

One possible geometry for such an experiment is a so-called 
magnetic mirror.j An experiment designed to test this confinement 
scheme for positrons is shown in Figure 5.19. In this experiment, 
positrons were accumulated from a 0.6 mCi 22Na source and 
polycrystalline tungsten moderator.59 It turns out that confinement in a 
magnetic mirror is better when the plasma is hot (i.e., thereby reducing 
the loss due to Coulomb collisions). In the mirror, it is also beneficial to 
arrange T⊥ >> T⎢⎢, where T⊥ and T⎢⎢ are the perpendicular and parallel 
temperatures of the particles. Both conditions can be achieved relatively 
easily for electron-mass particles by heating at the cyclotron frequency 
using microwave radiation, and this is what was done in the experiment 
of reference59. The result was the confinement of ~ 104 positrons with 
confinement times of ~ 20 s and densities of ~ 5 x 108 m–3. Given that the 
incident slow positron flux was low (~ 500/s), the results of this 
experiment are encouraging.  

Confinement of the positrons can be further increased by placing 
electrodes on either end of the mirror, biased to as large a potential as 
possible. In this case, positrons exiting the usual “loss cone" in mirrors 
(i.e., particles with low values of 𝐸𝐸!/𝐸𝐸∥ are not confined by the mirror 
fields) would be reflected back into the magnetic mirror. One unwanted 
side effect of the hot plasma is the intense X-ray and gamma-ray 
cyclotron emission from the hot particles. 

 
 

                                                
j Particle confinement in a magnetic mirror relies on the fact that, in a slowly varying B-
field, 𝐸𝐸!/𝐵𝐵 is a constant. Since the B-field does no work, this implies that, as B 
increases, 𝐸𝐸∥ decreases. Thus, for a sufficiently strong field, particles are reflected (i.e., 
"mirrored"). See reference57. 
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Fig. 5.19. Experimental arrangement to confine positrons in a magnetic mirror using a 
22Na source and moderator located in the mirror-field region.59 In principle, such a 
configuration could be used to capture fast positrons from the source (i.e., eliminating the 
need for a moderator). Reprinted from reference59. 
 

 
Confinement in a stellarator. One of the simplest possibilities to 

confine a neutral plasma is to bend the field around into a toroidal (i.e., 
“donut”) shape. However, plasma in a purely toroidal magnetic field is 
unstable to vertical drifts. In a tokamak, these drifts are mitigated by 
twisting the magnetic field lines using an induced toroidal current in the 
plasma. In the stellarator, this twist of the magnetic field is accomplished 
by external field coils. Both the stellarator and the tokamak were 
originally developed to confine hot fusion plasmas.57,60 

The Columbia Non-neutral Torus (CNT), located at Columbia 
University was built specifically to conduct studies of non-neutral 
plasmas.4,61 It has the capability to span the entire range of neutralization 
from pure electron to quasi-neutral plasmas, with a long-term goal of 
studying electron–positron plasmas.  This device is a two-period, 
classical stellarator. It has the distinguishing feature, illustrated in Figure 
5.20, that the required magnetic topology is created simply by four 
circular coils. The magnetic surfaces that this device generates are 
illustrated in Figure 5.21.  
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Fig. 5.20. The Columbia Non-neutral Torus plasma device showing a cutaway of the 
vacuum vessel, the four circular magnetic field coils that produce the stellerator field, and 
the calculated magnetic surfaces (faint deformed donut). For spatial scale, the vacuum 
vessel is approximately 1.8 m in diameter. Drawing courtesy of T. S. Pedersen. 
 

 
This device is capable of confining stable, small-Debye-length 

plasmas with relatively long confinement times. Basic confinement and 
transport in the device are now broadly understood. Recently, a flux-
surface-conforming electrostatic boundary mesh has been incorporated 
into the device. With this improvement, confinement times for pure 
electron plasmas are  ~ 0.3 s. The design parameters for an electron–
positron experiment in the CNT are a plasma volume of 0.1 m3, T = 4 
eV, n = 3 x 1012 m–3 and λD = 1 cm, with similar electron and positron 
inventories of ~ 1012 particles per species. 

In 2012, a collaboration was formed to conduct such an electron–
positron plasma experiment. It involves T. S. Pedersen and collaborators, 
who are now at the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics, Greifswald, 
Germany, Christoph Hugenschmidt and collaborators at the Munich 
FRM–II Research Reactor, and the UCSD positron group.62 As described 
in reference62, the experiment will be done using a new and more 
compact superconducting stellerator. The source of positrons will be the 
NEPOMUC facility (i.e., neutron induced positron source, Munich). 

.  
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Fig. 5.21. The magnetic field topology in the CNT stellarator. Field lines on each of the 
(colored) surfaces remain on that surface as they transit both the long way and short way 
around the device. It is this twist of the field lines, which are induced by the external field 
coils shown in Figure 5.21, that stabilizes the confined plasma. Drawing courtesy of T. S. 
Pedersen. 
 

 
5.5.  Concluding Remarks 

 
A method was described to extract beams of tailored width and 
brightness in a non-destructive, reproducible manner from plasmas in a 
PM trap. Simple analytical formulae predict the beam width and energy 
spread; key parameters of interest for a range of applications. The ability 
to extract multiple, nearly identical beams was demonstrated, utilizing 
over 50 % of a single trapped plasma with no loss of particles. Finally, a 
scenario was discussed in which the techniques described here can be 
used to produce high-quality electrostatic beams that are expected to be 
useful for a variety of positron applications. One major result of this 
work will likely be the ability to extract such beams from cryogenic 
plasmas. While challenging, this will offer the possibility of creating a 
new generation of bright, cold positron-beam sources with considerable 
potential for new physics and technology. 
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In a second area, key steps were described in the development of an 
MCT for the storage of large numbers of positrons. The availability of 
such large numbers of positrons opens up many new possibilities, 
providing bursts of positrons far larger than are available by any other 
means. The short-term goal of a trap for 1012 positrons is likely 
conservative, and we believe that it has a high probability of success.  In 
the present design, this MCT could be made to fit in a volume of only a 
few cubic meters.  It calls for a superconducting magnet and cryogens or 
a refrigerator.  However, one can expect a rapid learning curve 
associated with the underlying science and technology.  It is likely that 
further improvements in design can be made early in the development of 
such a multicell device, including increases in storage capacity and 
confinement time, decreases in the weight and size, and the reduction of 
other logistical requirements.  

The third topic discussed here was the development of methods to 
study electron–positron plasmas. There are several possibilities in this 
area, each with advantages for specific kinds of studies. While it is fairly 
clear that such studies can be conducted, it is unclear what will be the 
optimum approach. One early focus will likely be study of the transition 
from single-component plasma confinement, to that in a partially 
compensated plasma, to that in a neutral plasma. The mechanisms of 
outward plasma transport in the three cases may well be quite different 
and interesting. Another topic, while challenging, is study of relativistic 
pair plasmas. It offers tremendous opportunities to make contact with the 
many theoretical studies that have been conducted to date. 

There are presently world-class positron sources at the nuclear 
reactors at North Carolina State University63 and in Munich, Germany64 
that could serve as sources for an electron–positron plasma experiment in 
a stellarator of the CNT design. Another strong source is being 
developed at the University of California Riverside.65 These devices are, 
or will be, capable of slow positron fluxes ~ 5 x 108 – 109 e+/s, and 
further increases in source strengths are under development. These 
intense positron sources would be ideal to fill an MCT. Further, they 
would be excellent for electron–positron experiments such as those 
described above. In this case, the MCT would be used to accumulate 
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sufficient numbers of positrons (e.g., Ntot ~ 1011 – 1012) from a strong 
source, which would then be injected in bursts into the CNT in times ~ 
10 ms. 

Not addressed here, but extremely interesting, is the desire to 
develop methods to provide ultra-intense, bright bursts of positrons for 
applications such as creating a Ps Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC), and 
eventually, an annihilation gamma-ray laser. The MCT can likely be 
dumped in tens of milliseconds, but much shorter bursts are desirable for 
the Ps BEC and other applications. It is likely that achieving these goals 
will be enabled by better general understanding and control of single-
component antimatter plasmas. 

At a more general level, the research thrusts discussed here provide 
examples of the potential of non-neutral plasma physics to impact  upon 
antimatter physics. 
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